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Waves in shallow water are computed by movlng blacks of water in the direction of the flow using a 
Lagrangian method. The mars and momentum in thc displaced-and-deformed blocks after the Lagrangian 
advection are re-diitnbuted backon to the Eulerian mesh to form new blocks at every increment of  tlme. 
Thlr Lagrangian block advection guarantees for positive water depth. It also prevents the occurrence of 
unphy~ical numerical arollationi. Several numerically challenging problems are considered in a series 
of simulations using the method. The first problem is the tracking of wetting-and-drying interface in a 
parabolic bowl. The second problem li thc capture of depth and velocity diicontinuit>es across the shock 
waver. Finally, the block advection method is applied to calculate the flaad waver overtopping a mean- 
dering river. The results of the simulations are compared with the exact roiutionr. The convergence of  
lagrangian black advection towards the exact solutions ir first-order accurate in the slmulatians of the 
depth-and-velocity disrontmuities. 
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1. Introduct ion 
Computational stability is crucial to  many engineering simula- 
tion problems including the  flood waves over lands, the evolution 
of avalanches, the run-up ofwaves a n  beaches and the  overtopping 
of water  on levees. The computation must  capture the discontinu- 
ities across the shock waves and the discontinuities a t  the wave 
fronts where the wet  water meets the  drv land. In the classical fi- 
nite-volume simulatians, t h e  discontinuit~es are the  source of 
unphys~cal numerical oscillations which often lead the  computa- 
tian to  failure. A varletv of ad-hoc numerical methods have been 
ods t o  control t h e  un~hvs ica l  numerical oscillations. The advance 
. . 
and t h e  retreat of waters on dry land have been attempted with 
some success using the wet-and-dry threshold [13,15]. the wet cell 
mapping 191, the artificial porosity techniques (271, the volume-of- 
fluid method [8.11]. the Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithms [1.2,12]. 
and the technique of the artificial viscosity 128.181. 
As an alternative to the classical methods, a Lagrangian block 
advection (LEA) method has been developed by Tan and Chu 
[22,21] for one-dimensional s imulat~ons a fwate r  waves in shallow 
water. In the LEA simulations. the mass and momentum in the 
water  waves are transferred by the Lagrangian advection of the 
blocks. The LEA method always giver positive water  depth. It 
- 
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correctly captures the  depth-and-velocity discontinuities while 
maintaining absolute computational stability. The method has 
since been applied to a number of one-dimensional (ID) water 
engineering problems. These include the dam-break waves [ZI]. 
the collapsing bare [22.19,16], the runup and aveltopping of soli- 
tary waves 1231 and the runup and overtopping of the regular 
waves 1241. 
Thls paper will show how the LEA method is generalazed for 
application to  two-dimensional (2D) problems. A couple of 2D ana- 
lytical solutions involving flow discontinuities is used as the  
benchmarks. The first of the 2D benchmarks is the solution for 
water  waves in a parabolic bowl by Thacker 1251. The second of 
the 2D benchmarks is the solution for the shock waves by Stoker 
1201. The 2D LBA simulations for these benchmark problems are 
carried out using progressively smaller black sizes. The conver- 
gence is verified by the comparison of the simulations with the 
analytical solutions. Finally, the  versatility of 2D LEA method for 
engineer~ng application is demonstrated by routing flood waves 
in a meandering river. 
2. Lagrangian bloclz advect ion 
The Lagrangian b l o c k  as the computational elements are 
defined by the  dimensions of the blocks AxL and A# and t h e  con- 
tents such as volume and momentum in the blocks. Three separate 
systems of blocks for the volume, h:,du'AY, x-momentums, 
rrf,k,AxL4yl and y-momentum v:,h,AxLAY1. are employed for the 
LEA simulations on  a staggered grid. The superscript 'L' 
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F& 10. Vortiriw profiles for thequasi-steady state flow thmugh the meander icver of bed rlopei5.=0.0025. 0.005. 0.01. and 0.02 obtained using the LBA mefhad(lefr1 and 
rhe CN merhad (right) 
~ i g  11. ~roude  number profiler (left) and a-velority (right) at the tnsrance shortly a i m  the meander river overtop it's banlc The flow changes horn rub-critical 
(Fr c 1 )  to super-rniical (Fr> I )  ararr the shod waver. The channel bottom ilopeS.=002. 
comparison between the vorticity profiles obtained using the LBA 
method and CFV method. The LBA results are shown on the left 
hand side of the figure and the CFV results on the right hand side 
of the figure. While the LBA simulation are mare stable, the CFV re- 
s u l t ~  are mare refined and possibly mare accurate. However, the 
computer-usage time of the CFV simulation is three to four time 
greater partly because the need to use the flux limiter to control 
the unphysical numerical oscillations. Given a fixed computer re- 
source, the LBA simulations can afford using a finer bloci<size than 
the CFV calculations of the same problem. So, the accuracy of the 
LBA computation can be improved by using smaller block size. 
The stability af the computation is not always possible when using 
the CFV method. Although the flux limiter is effective in minimiz- 
ing the unphysical numerical oscillations. it does not guarantee for 
positive water depth. In fact, the negative water depth is the most 
common cause for the failure of the computation. At the wave front 
where the wet water meets the dry land, very small numerical 
oscillations can lead to negative water depth and the catastrophic 
collailse of the computation using the CFV method. 
The fact that thebvertoooine i f  the river waters onto the flood- 
~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ .. - 
plain can be simulated is entirely due to the computational stabil- 
itv ofthe LBA method. Fig. 11 shows the LBAsimulations on a steep 
sfope 5, = 0.02 at the time t =  40 s. 46 s and 52 s when the flood 
waves begins to advance onto the dry floodplain. On this steep 
slope, the flow is super-critical in which the Froude number of 
the flow is greater than unity in the central region of the river. 

